Thanks your interesting letter 17th STOP PATLA difficul
civil engineering enterprise stop.- I consider Société
Générale d'Entreprises extremely well equiped partici­
pate in work and would put my mind at ease stop.- Know
nothing about details their offer stop.- If high no
discussion if low perhaps possible to have work carried
out by combination of another Mexican firm if necessary
Société Générale-Larrea group stop. Générale has only
22 % interest in Générale-Larrea group which is 52 %
Mexican-owned stop. Sofina has 22 % interest in Général
so Sofina interest in PATLA job five percent in profits
if any stop. Générale-Larrea group organized with othe
jobs in view such as El Falcone and others stop.
Mexlight should give job to contractor having most
experience and offering most favorable conditions stop.
Not fair exclude companies from furnishing equipment or
civil engineering because Sofina minority shareholder
stop. We are all doing best for Mexlight and wished
bring these considerations your attention • REGARDS
HEINEMAN